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تم إعداد

This report was written for the purpose of monitoring violations
conducted by the Israeli occupation forces against Palestinians'
households and facilities, including demolitions, evictions,
confiscations, and notices of such activities in the future. The report
was prepared in accordance with ground observations collected by
staff members and researchers of the Human Rights & Democracy
Media Center "SHAMS" throughout the period 1/3/2021-31/3/2021
and is the outcome of relevant monitoring efforts carried out by
“SHAMS” within the geographical scope defined as the West Bank and
which includes Eastern Jerusalem.
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-The General March Survey
Throughout March of 2021, “SHAMS” Center has monitored the targeting of (100) facilities owned by
Palestinians by the Israeli occupation forces, either in the form of demolition, confiscation, eviction, or
distribution of notices that announce similar practices in the future.
The most prominent violations came in the form of demolitions, which took place in (64) facilities. Out of
those, the owners of (12) facilities were forced to demolish their facilities on their own as they were
threatened with fines and jail-time. Furthermore, the occupation forces confiscated and seized (3) facilities
as follows: near the city of Qalqilya’s eastern entrance, they confiscated a container used for selling
vegetables owned by citizen Kamal Yassin under the pretext of lack of authorization and due to its location
in an area C, which is under Israeli control (yet populated by Palestinians). They also confiscated in the
town of Al-Za’eem to the east of the occupied East Jerusalem a container that contains video-shooting and
surveillance equipment owned by the citizen Muhammad Khalil. They also confiscated another container
that is used as a gas station and owned by the citizen Muhammad Odeh Sa’di. Both containers were
confiscated under the pretext of unauthorized construction.
Regarding demolition notices, the occupation forces notified (33) facilities of future demolitions,
confiscations, or forced evictions. The majority of those facilities were housing units, in addition to others
that were commercial and agricultural facilities as well as cattle barns/barracks.
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- Distribution of facilities based on their type
The targeted facilities, whether by demolition, confiscation, eviction, or notices of future practices, are distributed as
follows:
Table (1): Targeted facilities based on their types:
Type of facility

Number

Households

43

Tin housing units/ barrack-like homes

9

Tent Housing Units

6

Housing rooms

4

Trailer Park homes

1

Retaining Walls

1

Commercial Facilities

9

Warehouses

5

Barns and farmhouses/cattle barracks

11

Agricultural rooms

7

Mobile Trailer Parks

2

Greenhouse

1

Celebration Hall

1
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- The distribution of facilities targeted with demolition based on their location with respect to the governorates.
When it comes to the geographical distribution of the demolitions in accordance with the regional indicator, the majority
of the targets were in the Jerusalem governorate where (24) facilities have been demolished. The Jericho and the Valley
governorate, where (14) facilities have been demolished, came in second place, followed by the Hebron and Nablus
Governorates, were (9) facilities have been demolished in each. The facilities referenced here include any of the types
mentioned in table (1), and “SHAMS” Center has monitored demolitions with respect to the governorates in which they
have occurred as follows:
Table (2): The distribution of facilities targeted with demolition based on their location with respect to the governorates:
Governorate

Number of demolished facilities

Jerusalem

24

Jericho and the Valley

14

Hebron

9

Nablus

9

Bethlehem

7

Salfeet

1
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- Distribution of facilities targeted with notices based on their location with respect to the governorates.
Regarding notices that notify residents of demolitions, confiscations, evictions, orders to suspend construction activities
and other practices that deprive Palestinians of their right to build and invest in their facilities, (33) cases have been recorded
in different areas. These notices point to the future concentrated trends of the Israeli violations against Palestinians. The
governorates of Jerusalem and Hebron came on top of the list, followed by Bethlehem and Nablus as the following table
shows:
Table (3): Distribution of facilities targeted with notices based on their location with respect to the governorates
Governorate

Number of notified facilities

Jerusalem

18
Hebron

7

Bethlehem

3

Nablus

3

Jenin

1

Salfeet

1

- Targeted Population
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Since the violations against Palestinian facilities do not take place in isolation of the population, the number of targeted
residents throughout March was at least (114), including (57) children and (13) women, the suffering of whom which is
amplified within the context of such violations
- Pretexts for the violations
Surveying the pretexts employed by "Israel," the occupying power, in an attempt to legitimize its crimes, we find that the
number of facilities that were demolished under the pretext of unauthorized construction in areas (C) was (62) out of (64)
facilities that were demolished overall. The (2) remaining facilities were demolished under the pretext of constructing a
settler construction project. In the town of Kufr Aqab in the Jerusalem governorate, they demolished a granite-stone store
and warehouse owned by the citizen Sadiq Al-Hitawi to make way for the construction of a sports complex and a settler
park at the expense of citizens’ lands
Regarding notices and confiscations, all the pretexts used pertained to unauthorized construction in areas (C).
- Self-demolition
Self-demolition represents a particular type of systemic and concentrated subjugation. Palestinian residents of Jerusalem
are often forced to demolish their own homes and facilities under the threat of hefty fines. If they refuse to do so, they are
over-charged with the costs of the demolition of their own facilities. This practice noticeably displays the alignment of all
the components of the racist Israeli establishment: courts, local bodies, the police and army forces. It also is a crime the
victims of which are forced into committing against themselves.
Throughout March, the number of facilities whose owners were forced to self-demolish was (10) out of (64) that were
demolished overall. All of these were in the Jerusalem governorate. (7) of these facilities were houses, (3) were commercial
facilities and they were all done under the pretext of unauthorized construction.
The occupation forces coerced in the Silwan neighborhood in the city of Jerusalem the citizen Nidal Muhammad AlSalaymeh into self-demolishing his own house under the pretext of unauthorized construction despite the fact that he is a
cancer patient and lives in that home with his 5-memebr family, three of whom are children. In Al-Issawiya town in the
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Jerusalem governorate, they also coerced the citizen Muhammad Isa Naser Abu Riala into self-demolishing his own house
under the pretext of unauthorized construction. They had previously given him a notice that he would have to pay
extremely hefty fines if the demolition process were to be carried out by the occupation authorities themselves. He had
been living in there with his wife and 5 sons and daughters the oldest of whom is 20 years old and the youngest of whom
is 16. In another incident in the Silwan neighborhood in the city of Jerusalem, the citizen Ahmad Isa Hijazi was coerced into
self-demolishing his own home, which housed 14 individuals, 3 of whom are children.
The occupation forces also coerced in Al-Issawiya town in the Jerusalem governorate the citizen Sami Muhammad Sa’eed
Ubeid into self-demolishing his own 100-m2 house. In the Shu’fat Camp in the same city, they coerced citizen Muhammad
Bassam Al-Sabbah into self-demolishing his house (2 floors and still under construction). In Al-Issawiya, they coerced the
citizen Raja’i Talal ‘tiya into self-demolishing his own house too. All of these citizens had been given notices that they would
have to pay extremely hefty fines if the demolition process were to be carried out by the occupation authorities themselves.
The occupation forces coerced in the Industrial Zone “Atarot” to the north of the city of Jerusalem the citizens Adham Tabsh
Abu Sneineh and another citizen from the Al-Rajbi family into self-demolishing their commercial facilities. In Jabal AlMukabir neighborhood, the citizen Muhammad Husein Ja’afra was coerced into self-demolishing his own commercial
facility (restaurant) under the pretext of unauthorized construction. They had previously given him a notice that he would
have to pay extremely hefty fines if the demolition process were to be carried out by the occupation authorities themselves.

Appendix: Table of detailed violations against Palestinians’ facilities throughout March 2021
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No.

Description of Violation

1

The occupation forces in Khirbat Al-Deir near the town of Taqou’ in the 29/3/2021 Taqou’,
Bethlehem governorate issued a notice that orders the suspension of the
Bethlehem
construction of a retaining wall surrounding a piece of land owned by the
Governorate
citizen Sami Ali Ibrahim Ta’amreh under the pretext of unauthorized
construction.
The occupation forces demolished in Jabal Al-Mukabir neighborhood in 24/3/2021 Jabal
Althe city of Jerusalem a home comprised of two housing apartments under
Mukabir
2
the pretext of unauthorized construction. Each apartment is 100 m in area
neighborhoo
and they are both owned by the citizens Khalid Ibrahim Al-Abbasi and
d, Jerusalem
his brother Munir. The first floor was occupied by the citizen Khalid AlGovernorate
Abbasi with his wife, 5-year-old child, and 7-month-old infant. The
second floor is occupied by his brother Munir and his pregnant wife.
The occupation forces demolished in the Ras Khmeis neighborhood near 24/3/2021 Ras Khmeis
Shu’fat Camp in the city of Jerusalem a house comprised of two tin-roofed
neighborhoo
rooms under the pretext of unauthorized construction. Clashes took place
d, Jerusalem
with citizens as they attempted to halt the demolition process
Governorate

2

3

4

Date

Location of
Violation

The occupation forces delivered a demolition notice near the roundabout 21/3/2021 The town of
of the town of Arraba, to the south-east of the city of Jenin, to a car-repair
Arraba, Jenin
shop. The shop is a 150-m2 warehouse made out of tin panels and has
Governorate
costed 150,000 NIS under the pretext of unauthorized construction in an

10

The party
whose
rights
were
violated
the
citizen
Sami
Ali
Ibrahim
Ta’amreh
the
citizens
Khalid
Ibrahim AlAbbasi and
his
brother
Munir
-

the
citizen
Husam Imad
Abu Salah

5

6

7

8

9

area C. The facility is owned by the citizen Husam Imad Abu Salah, a
resident of the town of Arraba
The occupation forces coerced in Al-Issawiya town in the Jerusalem 21/3/2021 Al-Issawiya,
governorate the citizen Raja’i Talal ‘tiya into self-demolishing his own
Jerusalem
house under the pretext of unauthorized construction. They had
Governorate
previously given him a notice that he would have to pay extremely hefty
fines if the demolition process were to be carried out by the occupation
authorities themselves.
The occupation forces coerced the citizen Muhammad Bassam Al-Sabbah 21/3/2021 Shu’fat
in the Shu’fat neighborhood in the city of Jerusalem into self-demolishing
neighborhoo
his house (2 floors and still under construction) under the pretext of
d, Jerusalem
unauthorized construction. They had previously given him a notice that
Governorate
he would have to pay extremely hefty fines if the demolition process were
to be carried out by the occupation authorities themselves.
The occupation forces coerced in Al-Issawiya town in the Jerusalem 21/3/2021 Al-Issawiya,
governorate the citizen Sami Muhammad Sa’eed Ubeid into selfJerusalem
demolishing his own 100-m2 house under the pretext of unauthorized
Governorate
construction. They had previously given him a notice that he would have
to pay extremely hefty fines if the demolition process were to be carried
out by the occupation authorities themselves

The occupation forces in Al-Issawiya town in the Jerusalem governorate 18/3/2021 Al-Issawiya,
posted/hanged two demolition orders on two houses that are owned by
Jerusalem
two families from the town
Governorate
The occupation forces delivered notices in the town of Silwan, to the 18/3/2021
south of the occupied Eastern Jerusalem’s Old Town, to the brothers
11

Citizen Raja’i
Talal ‘tiya

citizen
Muhammad
Bassam AlSabbah

citizen Sami
Muhammad
Sa’eed Ubeid

Two families
residing
in
Al-Issawiya
The brothers
Khalid
and

Khalid and Munir Al-Abbasi that order them to self-demolish their twofloor home under the pretext of unauthorized construction. The home
houses 7 individuals including 3 children. 4 other families were notified
too to empty their homes of their contents to make way for their
demolition
10

11

12

The town of
Silwan,
Jerusalem
Governorate

Munir
AlAbbasi and 4
other
families.

The occupation forces disassembled and seized in the Al-Fkheit region 17/3/2021 Al-Fkheit
located to the south-east of the town of Yatta in Hebron an agricultural
region,
the
room owned by the citizen Fu’ad Al-Amour
town of Yatta,
Hebron
Governroate.
The occupation forces demolished in a Bedouin community to the north 17/3/2021 The town of
of the town of Al-Nuei’ima Al-foqa in Jericho 7 housing units and 5 cattle
Al-Nuei’ima
barns owned by the families of the citizens Bassam Mousa Husein
Al-foqa,
Rashaida, Jum’a Mousa Husein Rashaida, Yousef Husein Selman Abu
Jerhicho and
Kherbeesh, and Ismail Sleiman Saleem Abu Kherbeesh under the pretext
the
Valley
of unauthorized construction.
Governorate

The
citizen
Fu’ad Al-Amour

The occupation forces demolished and then confiscated in the Khirbat 17/3/2021 the Khirbat
Tana region, located to the east of the town of Beit Furik in the Nablus
Tana region,
governorate, 5 housing tents. They are owned by the families of citizens
Nablus
Hakam Zuhdi Nasasra, Marwan Khatatba, Hamdi Mleitat, Ibrahim
Governroate
Abdulqadir Haneni, and Bassam Nasasra
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The families of the
citizens
Bassam
Mousa
Husein
Rashaida,
Jum’a
Mousa
Husein
Rashaida,
Yousef
Husein Selman Abu
Kherbeesh,
and
Ismail
Sleiman
Saleem
Abu
Kherbeesh
Families of citizens
Hakam
Zuhdi
Nasasra,
Marwan
Khatatba,
Hamdi
Mleitat,
Ibrahim
Abdulqadir Haneni,
and Bassam Nasasra

13

14

15

16

17

The occupation forces demolished in the town of Kufr Aqab in the 16/3/2021 Kufr
Aqab, Citizen Sadiq AlJerusalem Governorate a granite-stone store and warehouse owned by
Jerusalem
Hitawi
the citizen Sadiq Al-Hitawi to make way for the construction of a sports
Governorate
complex and a settler park at the expense of citizens’ lands
The occupation forces coerced in Jabal Al-Mukabir neighborhood in the 16/3/2021 in Jabal Al- Citizen
Saif
city of Jerusalem the citizen Saif Abdullatif into self-demolishing his own
Mukabir
Abdullatif
home under the pretext of unauthorized construction. They had
neighborhoo
previously given him a notice that he would have to pay extremely hefty
d,
the
fines if the demolition process were to be carried out by the occupation
Jerusalem
authorities themselves
Governorate
The occupation forces confiscated in the town of Al-Za’eem to the east of 16/3/2021 The town of Citizens
the occupied East Jerusalem a container that contains video shooting and
Al-Za’eem,
Muhammad
surveillance equipment owned by the citizen Muhammad Khalil. They
Jerusalem
Khalil
and
also confiscated another container that is used as a gas station and owned
Governroate
Muhammad
by the citizen Muhammad Odeh Sa’di. Both containers were confiscated
Odeh Sa’di
under the pretext of unauthorized construction.

The occupation forces disassembled in the town of Al-Za’eem to the east 16/3/2021 The town of Brothers Murad
of the occupied East Jerusalem two tin housing units for the second time
Al-Za’eem,
and
Imran
under the pretext of unauthorized construction. The tin housing units
Jerusalem
Muhamad Zar’I
were owned by brothers Murad and Imran Muhamad Zar’I and are home
Governroate
to 4 individuals
The occupation forces demolished in the Wadi Al-Shinnar region near the 15/3/2021 The town of The citizen Kheiri
town of Halhul in Hebron a tin buidling and a sheep barn owned by the
Halhul,
Abdulqadir
Hebron
Hirbawi
13

citizen Kheiri Abdulqadir Hirbawi under the pretext of unauthorized
construction.
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The occupation forces demolished in the Jeb Al-Theeb region near Te’mur 15/3/2021 Te’mur
village in Bethlehem 4 agricultural rooms owned by the citizens Ibrahim
village,
Ali Mubarak, Harun Ibrahim Mehammed, Suleiman Ahmad Al-wahsh,
Bethlehem
and Hashem Ibrahim Muhammad under the pretext of unauthorized
Governorate
construction and due to their presence in area C, which is under Israeli
control (yet populated by Palestinians) .
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The occupation forces removed in Al-Issawiya town in Jerusalem a 14/3/2021 Al-Issawiya
trailer-park located in what used to be the house of Fadi Aleian, one of
town,
Al-Aqsa Mosque guards. (His previous house had been demolished)
Jerusalem

20

The occupation forces coerced in the Jabal Al-Mukabir neighborhood in 14/3/2021 Jabal
Althe city of Jerusalem the citizen Muhammad Husein Ja’afra into selfMukabir
demolishing his own commercial facility (restaurant) under the pretext of
neighborhoo
unauthorized construction. They had previously given him a notice that
d, Jerusalem
he would have to pay extremely hefty fines if the demolition process were
Governorate
to be carried out by the occupation authorities themselves.

Citizen
Muhammad
Husein Ja’afra

21

The occupation forces coerced in the Silwan neighborhood in the city of 14/3/2021 Silwan
Jerusalem the citizen Ahmad Isa Hijazi into self-demolishing his own
neighborhoo
home under the pretext of unauthorized construction. They had

Citizen
Ahmad
Hijazi

14

The
citizens
Ibrahim
Ali
Mubarak, Harun
Ibrahim
Mehammed,
Suleiman Ahmad
Al-wahsh, and
Hashem Ibrahim
Muhamma
Citizen Fadi
Aleian

Isa

previously given him a notice that he would have to pay extremely hefty
fines if the demolition process were to be carried out by the occupation
authorities themselves. Hijazi’s family is comprised of 14 members,
including 3 children.

d, Jerusalem
Governroate

22

The occupation forces in the Ein Shibly region in the central Jordan Valley 10/3/2021 Ein
Shibly,
to the north-east of the city of Nablus demolished houses and warehouses
Nablus
owned by two brothers under the pretext of unauthorized construction
Governorate
in area C. Specifically, the forces demolished two 2-floor buildings. The
first building consists of 2 floors, each of which is 400 m2 in area. The first
floor is comprised of multiple warehouses, and the second floor consists
of 2 apartments (each of which is 200 m2 in area) where the citizen Mazin
Khalil Muhammad Al-Omari lives with his 7-member family, including
5 children.
The second building also consists of 2 floors, each of which is 400 m 2 in
area. The first floor is comprised of multiple warehouses, and the second
floor consists of 2 apartment buildings (each of which is 200 m2 in area).
Citizen Jamal Khalil Muhammad Al-Omari lives in one apartment with
his 7 member-family (including 3 children), and the other apartment is
occupied by his mother and two sisters.

Brothers
Mazin
and
Jamal Khalil
Muhammad
Al-Omari

23

The occupation forces in the Wadi Al-Hummus region near Murad 9/3/2021
Tourist Resort in the Bethlehem governorate submitted a notice of
demolition to a house still under construction and owned by the citizen

Citizen
Hisham
Ja’abees

15

Wadi
AlHummus
region,

Hisham Ja’abees under the pretext of unauthorized construction. The
house consists of one 200-m2 floor.

Bethlehem
Governroate

24

The occupation forces invaded the Al-Walja village and delivered a notice 9/3/2021
of demolition for an agricultural room in the Erouq Znaid region within
the village under the pretext of unauthorized construction. The facility is
owned by the citizen Ahmad Muhammad Awadh-Allah

Al-Walja
village,
Bethlehem
Governroate

Citizen
Ahmad
Muhammad
Awad-Allah
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The occupation forces in the town of Kufr Al-Deek in the Salfeet 9/3/2021
Governorate delivered a notice that orders the suspension of construction
of a house owned by the citizen Saleh Ahmad Omar Qsoul under the
pretext of unauthorized construction.

The town of
Kufr Al-Deek,
Salfeet
Governorate

Citizen Saleh
Ahmad Omar
Qsoul
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The occupation forces invaded the region adjacent to the Apartheid wall in the 9/3/2021
Al-Jib village to the north-west of the occupied Eastern Jerusalem and then took
photographs of the houses and facilities in the area. They then posted/hanged
10 demolition notices on the walls and doors of numerous buildings under the
pretext of unauthorized construction. These buildings are owned by Abu
Hmoud, Abu Diya, and Za’al families and include a house, a warehouse, and a
ceremony hall owned by the prisoner (in Israeli prisons) Shukri Abu Diya.

Al-Jib village,
Jersualem
Governorate

The Abu Hmoud,
Abu Diya, and
Za’al families and
the prisoner (in
Israeli
prisons)
Shukri Abu Diya.
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The occupation forces in the Ein Zewata region to the north-west of the 8/3/2021
village of Zewata to the east of the city of Nablus delivered two notices
that order the suspension of construction of two houses and a tin building
under the pretext of unauthorized construction in area C. The harmed

the village of
Zewata, city
of Nablus

Citizens Taleb
Abdulrahim
Zewatia,
citizen

16

citizens are: Taleb Abdulrahim Zewatia (a 80-m2 house ready for use),
Muhannad S’eifan from Nablus (a 120-m2 house still under construction)
and a tin building for the Adas family built on a piece of land owned by
20 partners.

Muhannad
S’eifan, and
the
Adas
Family.

28

The occupation forces demolished in the Khalat Al-Ward region to the 8/3/2021
east of the town of Bani Na’eem a house (still under construction) and a
water-collecting well owned by the citizen Jawdat Muhammad
Abdulhamid Al-Rajbi under the pretext of unauthorized construction. AlRajbi had been planning on living in the house with his 9-member family,
the oldest of whom is a 13-year-old child.

The town of
Bani Na’eem,
Hebron
Governorate

The
citizen
Jawdat
Muhammad
Abdulhamid
Al-Rajbi
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The occupation forces coerced in Al-Issawiya town in the Jerusalem 6/3/2021
governorate the citizen Muhammad Isa Naser Abu Riala into selfdemolishing his own house under the pretext of unauthorized
construction. They had previously given him a notice that he would have
to pay extremely hefty fines if the demolition process were to be carried
out by the occupation authorities themselves. He had been living in there
with his wife and 5 sons and daughters the oldest of whom is 20 years old
and the youngest of whom is 16.

Al-Issawiya
town,
Jerusalem
governorate

Citizen
Muhammad
Isa Naser Abu
Riala

30

The occupation forces in the village of Ma’een to the east of the city of 4/3/2021
Yatta, south of Hebron delivered suspension and demolition notices for
6 homes and a stone workshop owned by a number of citizens under the
pretext of construction on areas C. The notices are: a notice that orders the

Citizens Tariq
Zyad
Makhamra,
Jihad
Isa

village
of
Ma’een,
Hebron
Governorate

17

31

32

suspension of construction of a 150-m2 house owned by the citizen Tariq
Zyad Makhamra, who also lives in the home with his three children, a
notice that orders the suspension of construction of a 140-m2 home ready
for use and occupied by the citizen Jihad Isa Hamada with his 5 children
and parents, a final notice of suspension of construction and demolition
for a 100-m2 house occupied by the citizen Isa Jamal Mousa Hamamda
and his wife, a final notice of suspension of construction and demolition
for a 140-m2 house that is still under construction and owned by the
citizen Ra’ed Ibrahim Nu’man Abu Eram, a final notice of suspension of
construction and demolition for a stone workshop owned by the citizen
Ibrahim Muhammad Khalil Debabsa, and a notice that orders the
removal of a new 2-floor building made out of cement and bricks owned
by the citizen Ali Ismael Hamamda. The two floors are a 120-m2 floor and
a 40-m2 foundational floor. Ali Hamamda had been planning on living in
the building with his wife and kids, all of whom are children.
The occupation forces disassembled in the Um Rukba region in the town 4/3/2021
of the Al-Khadr a 400-m2 greenhouse and then seized it under the pretext
of unauthorized construction. It was owned by citizen Abdulsalam
Ahmad Salah Al-Seir

Hamada, Isa
Jamal Mousa
Hamamda,
Ra’ed
Ibrahim
Nu’man Abu
Eram,
Ibrahim
Muhammad
Khalil
Debabsa, and
Ali
Ismael
Hamamda

The town of
the Al-Khadr,
Bethlehem
Governorate

Citizen
Abdulsalam
Ahmad Salah
Al-Seir

The occupation forces demolished in Al-Issawiya town a tent used for 4/3/2021
housing for the Aleian family. The family had erected the tent near the
location where their home had been demolished days prior.

Al-Issawiya
town,
Jerusalem
Governorate

Aleian
FAmily
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The occupation forces demolished in the Khirbat Hanoun region located 3/3/2021
to the east of the town of Kufr Al-Deek an agricultural facility owned by
citizen Shadi Riadh Ali Ahmad under the pretexts of unauthorized
construction and its location in an area C, which is under Israeli control
(yet populated by Palestinians) .
The occupation forces confiscated near Qalqilya City’s eastern entrance a 3/3/2021
container that was used to sell vegetables. The container is owned by
citizen Kamal Yassin and was confiscated under the pretext of lack of
authorization and due to its location in an area C, which is under Israeli
control (yet populated by Palestinians) .

the town of
Kufr Al-Deek,
Salfeet
Governorate

Citizen Shadi
Riadh
Ali
Ahmad

Qalqilya
City’s eastern
entrance,
Qalqilya
Governorate

Citizen
Kamal Yassin

35

The occupation forces demolished in the Ras Khmeis neighborhood in the 3/3/2021
city of Jerusalem 2 commercial stores and one tin building owned by the
citizens Nabil Gaith and Muhammad Ra’ed Ghurab under the pretext of
unauthorized construction

Ras Khmeis
neighborhoo
d, Jerusalem
Governroate

36

The occupation forces demolished in Shu’fat Camp in the city of 3/3/2021
Jerusalem a 2-floor house owned by the citizen Khalil Mousa Abu Mayala
under the pretext of unauthorized construction

37

The occupation forces demolished in the Zif village a 200-m2 cattle barn 2/3/2021
owned by the citizen Fareed Khadr Al-Ja’bari under the pretext of
unauthorized constcruction.

38

The occupation forces demolished in the Al-Hamra region near the Al- 2/3/2021
tawani village, located to the east of the town of Yatta, a single housing
room owned by the citizen Hatim Mahmoud Makhamra. Makhamra had

Shu’fat
Camp,
Jerusalem
Governorate
The
Zif
village,
Hebron
Governorate
Al-tawani
village, Yatta,

Citizens
Nabil Gaith
and
Muhammad
Ra’ed Ghurab
Citizen Khalil
Mousa Abu
Mayala

34

19

Citizen
Fareed Khadr
Al-Ja’bari
Citizen Hatim
Mahmoud
Makhamra

built the room to house his 11-member family (including 8 children) after
the occupation forces had demolished his home on 25/11/2020 without
any prior notices under the pretext of unauthorized construction.

Hebron
Governrorate

39

The occupation forces demolished in the Khallat Al-Dhab’ village 2/3/2021
(located to the south-east of the town of Yatta) two houses and a housing
room owned by the citizen Jaber Debabsa and his brother Amer under
the pretext of unauthorized construction. The houses are a 70-m2 brickand-cement building that is ready for use. It had been built a few months
prior by Jaber Ali Muahmmad Debabsa to house his 5 children and wife,
a 20-m2 brick-and-tin housing room, and an 80-m2 unroofed brick
building for the citizen Amer Ali Muhammad Debabsa, who had been
planning on living there with his 7-member family, including 5 children.

Khallat
AlDhab’ village,
town of Yatta,
Hebron
Governroate

Brothers Jaber
and Amer Ali
Muhammad
Debabsa

40

The occupation forces demolished in the Batin region in the Battir village 2/3/2021
in Bethlehem governorate two housing rooms attached to an old house
owned by the citizen Muhammad Fawaz Oeina

Battir village,
Bethlehem
Governroate

Citizen
Muhammad
Fawaz Oeina

41

The occupation forces demolished (for the second consecutive time) in 1/3/2021
the Fasail village in the Harat Al-Sawarka region in the Jordan Valley two
iron-and-tin cattle and agricultural barns owned by the citizen Ahmad
Suleiman Sawarka. The first barn is 200-m2 in area and is used for cattle
rearing. The second barn is 100-m2 in area and used for storing fodder
under the pretext of unauthorized construction.

Fasail village,
Jericho and
the
Valley
Governroate

Citizen
Ahmad
Suleiman
Sawarka

20

42

The occupation forces coerced in the Industrial Zone “Atarot” to the north 1/3/2021
of the city of Jerusalem the citizens Adham Tabsh Abu Sneineh and
another citizen from the Al-Rajbi family into self-demolishing their
commercial facilities under the pretext of unauthorized construction.

Industrial
Zone
“Atarot,”
Jerusalem
Governorate
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The occupation forces coerced in the Silwan neighborhood in the city of 1/3/2021
Jerusalem the citizen Nidal Muhammad Al-Salaymeh into selfdemolishing his own house under the pretext of unauthorized
construction despite the fact that he is a cancer patient and lives in that
home with his 5-memebr family, three of whom are children.

Silwan
neighborhoo
d, city of
Jerusalem
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The occupation forces demolished in Al-Issawiya town a house 1/3/2021
(comprised of two floors) owned by the wheelchair-bound citizen Hatim
Hussein Abu Riala (for the fourth consecutive time) under the pretext of
unauthorized construction

Al-Issawiya
town,
Jerusalem
Governroate

21

citizens
Adham Tabsh
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Citizen Nidal
Muhammad
Al-Salaymeh

Citizen Hatim
Hussein Abu
Riala

